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Ride On!

National Disabled Veterans Winter Sports Clinic
Watch this awesome video and you'll understand why this annual event is so amazing -- offering a way
for veterans with disabilities to explore different adaptive sports and activities. The annual event is a
great opportunity for veterans to come together, relax and enjoy the company of friends. There's also a
focus on education -- learning about good positioning and seating. 

And -- wow -- read an interview with Joe Bieganek (orthotist and Ride Designs president, at work
above) about why he's made it a priority to volunteer at the event for 15 years now!

Have you noticed the
wheelchair symbol morphing?
Where did the new accessible icon come from anyway?

How a street art project inadvertently prompted a reimagining of
the symbol... learn more here.

We're collecting interesting variations of the symbol, old and
new... so if you see an interesting variation or situation, take a
pic, send it to us, and we might just feature it on our Instagram
feed. (BTW if you're not following us there, you should!)

Ride: the range...
Download the new Ride: The Range brochure as a quick-start guide to our products. Find further
details on our website.

Fun Finds / Resources
Travel via collaborative accessibility? 

The "We Carry Kevan" team hopes “to inspire
both the disabled and able-bodied communities
to reimagine accessibility, then empower this
change by providing resources and training for
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collaborative adventures.” Check out the video,
then read more about their project here.

Works for all of us: new typeface merges braille you can touch with letters you can see.

Thanks for reading!
Your friends at Ride Designs

Visit our website
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